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How to enter the PFIC and the alternative PFIC MTM into RGS will be discussed in 
RGS lesson.
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The initial MTM computation of gain or loss under this methodology will be for the 
first year of the 2011 OVDI application, but could be made after 2003 depending on 
when the first PFIC investment was made.
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Another example

Facts – Adjusted Basis - $15,000

Sales Price - $9,000

Unreversed Inclusions - $1,000

Loss Realized = $6,000 ($9,000-$15,000)

Ordinary Loss= $1,000 –Amount of previous unreversed inclusion

Capital Loss= $5,000
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** Example #1 - TP reported $3,500 of foreign taxes paid or accrued on $10,000 of 
dividends received from Switzerland on the amended return. Since the treaty rate for Swiss 
dividends is 15%, the actual foreign taxes paid/accrued to Switzerland which is eligible for 
the foreign tax credit is $1,500 ($10,000 x 15%). The $3,500 amount reported on the 
amended Form 1116 was incorrect and represents the 35% withholding tax on Swiss 
dividends, of which $ 2,000 is not foreign taxes paid/accrued that is eligible for the foreign 
tax credit. The foreign taxes paid/accrued that should have been reported on the amended 
return is $1,500. This scenario can be illustrated with the filled-in amounts for year 2003 
above. (The $1,500 of foreign taxes paid/accrued is the amount that should be used in the 
FTC calculation.)

** Example #2 - TP reported foreign taxes paid or accrued of $8,500 on the amended 
return. No changes were made to foreign taxes paid or accrued per the certification 
(foreign taxes were not increased or decreased). The amount entered on the line for "Form 
1116, amended" would be $8,500; and the amount entered on the line for the "Correct 
amount of foreign taxes paid/accrued per the Certification" would also be $8,500.

Name of country to which taxpayer paid or accrued foreign income 
taxes:____________________________________

Does AMT FTC apply?________________ (if so, added paragraph language for Form 906 
is required)
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Austin Campus will establish controls, process payments and power of attorney 
forms, make sure that all documents have been provided, upstate statutes to alpha, 
sign off on Form 872 unless the Form needs to be perfected, and prepare an 
instruction sheet for examiners identifying what needs to be completed by the 
examiner.
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IMFOLI should be your first step –before controls are requested and RGS.

SHOWS ALLTAX YEARS THAT HAVE BEEN FILED FOR A TAX PAYER

R code means returns are on retention and it will cause a reject when controls on 
the year are requested.  Command Code IMFOLB will bring the module back from 
retention.

Posted return: ELF, POSTED (means a paper return was filed), SUBST4

If it was ELF, you can get a transcript of it on Employee User Portal (web based 
versions of TRDBV, IMFOLT and BMFOLT).

If TIF shows NO, then you will not be able to use command code TXMOD.  The 
command code MFREQC (enter TIN & name control) will bring the entity/tax 
module on line and can be accessed by TXMOD.

IMFOLI displays all on-line information –TXMODA contains more information than 
any other command code. 

(b)(3) 6103(a)
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Heading Section

• Identifies the taxpayer by SSN, MFT, tax period and name control (NM-CTRL)

• The second line is shows the Document Locator Number (DLN) & Business 
Division Code (BOD-CD)

• SC-STS Service Center

• MF-STS Master file status code

• Last Notice

• The boxed area shows ASED, CSED, RSED dates

• CXBX Indicator of the taxpayer giving authority to preparer

• CS-CTRL-INFO Case control

(b)(3) 6103(a)
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Transaction Section

1) Return received date

2) Identifies amt of tax reported on return –same as TC 150 unless math errors

3) Math error notice codes –Doc. 6209 Section 9 (Notices and Notices Code)

5) NUM-EXEMPT Number of exemptions  6) AGI  7) Taxable Income

8) Identifies estimation of tax liability 9) Est. tax payments reported on return 

10) Tax posted on original return (TC 150)    11) Federal withholding (TC 806)

Posted Trans Sec –TC, Date trans posted, amount, cycle the trans posted, T 
identifies type of return filed (G amended, X DLN of admin file, D selected for 
discriminant function regular), DLN

DU –next to TC means that the transaction has been deleted and should be ignored

TC150 –tax f/ originally filed return, TC 290 additional tax assessment -1040X

TC 300 addtl tax assessment –RAR, TC 291 abatement of tax, TC 301 refund 

Per RAR, TC 846 refund issued to taxpayer, TC 240 misc penalty assessment

Credits are identified with a minus sign.

Doc 6209 (IRS Processing Codes and Information)

(b)(3) 6103(a)
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CIS-IND>1 Identifies that the return was imaged.  The CIS# is located in the Control 
Base and History under the Activity column.  The # starts with CIS and is alpha 
numeric.  Your AIMS/ERCS analyst can assist in obtaining the imaging or anyone 
with Accounts Management access.

TC 290 /Reason Codes (36 –adjustment to tax credit) –Command Code IMFOLA 
provides additional information such as adjustment to Taxable Income 886 and AGI 
888 and IMFOLR to determine what items were changed.

Notice History Section Notice number, amt of the notice, cycle of the notice, Area 
Office (AO), and Notice suppression Code, CP022 with a positive amt in the 2011 
cycle-chances are they are or will soon get notices for balance due as a result of 
processed amended returns.

Control Base and History Section

C# is the case number   Status-A active/assigned, B background, C closed, M 
monitor, S suspense  ACT-DT Date the action was taken  ACTION-EMP the person 
who updated the history,  not necessarily the person assigned the case     
ACTIVITY the action taken on the account  RECVD-DT the received date of work. 
The ACT-DT will change with each input; however, the RECVD DT should not 
change   ASSIGN-TO This is the person to contact regarding the case, if applicable  
CAT Category codes listed in Section 14

(b)(3) 6103(a)
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Case Number 1

Status –A Active/assigned

ACT-DAT 4/23/2009 was the date the action was taken

ACTION-EMP There is not a number for the person who updated the history

ACTIVITY Adjustments made for 1040X

RCVD-DT 3/14/2009 was the received date of the work.  This date will not change.

CAT (XRET) Definition -1040X or 1120X –Claim

STAUP –Command Code for status update requests, updates are real time

-will interrupt, delay, accelerate or skip 

(b)(3) 6103(a)
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TC 290, which is usually an additional tax assessment, but with these reference 
codes and same DLN as the TC 766, indicates the economic stimulus payment.

TC 846 is the rebate amount and reflects the refund mailed to the taxpayer.

Carefully check 2008 returns when taxpayers claim the Recovery Rebate Credit 
(RRC) on their tax returns, (Form 1040, Line 70 or Form 1040A, Line 42).  
Examiners must manually input the amounts in the “Included in Line 70” button. 

RGS will not display a variance on the variance analysis report even if the detail 
button is not completed.  If the detail button is not completed, RGS may allow a 
larger credit than the taxpayer is allowed.  The Tax Computation summary screen 
will show the RRC adjustment as ‘special fuels credit.”  However, on the 
examination report, the adjustment will display on Line 13, “Adjustments to Form 
4136, Recovery Rebate Credit, Form 5405.”

If the taxpayer did not claim the correct amount on the original return, and the credit 
is being adjusted during the examination.  On Form 5344, RGS will input *** in Item 
15.  It is the examiner’s responsibility to determine and input the correct Reference 
Code(s). IRM 21.6.3.4.2.12.7.   

Use the Recovery Rebate Credit calculator on the irs.gov website to compute the 
correct credit amount.
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The SERP website (available from the IRWeb home page) contains a searchable 
IDRS Command Code Job Aid and a searchable Document 6209, IRS Processing 
Codes and Information, to assist you in analyzing transcripts.  
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The majority of Return Setup is usually completed by CFOL data.  CFOL consists of those 
items transcribed from the original return as filed and any corrections by the Campus at the 
time of posting.  Subsequent changes are not reflected on CFOL.

Do not include “cents” in Return Setup unless return/amended return reflects cents.

Radio button selected for tax computation –FEIT

•Schedule D –Worksheets and refigured amounts are required to be input

Form 4952, Line 4g and 4 e

Capital Loss Carryovers from prior years starting with 2003

•Form 8801 –Complete even if taxpayer did not file a Form 8801

•Form 6251 –Complete even if taxpayer did not file a Form 6251

FTC –Also input on 6251 tab (manually input this amount, RGS does not 
compute AMT FTC)

•Form 2555 –Input Housing Exclusion or Foreign Earned Income Exclusions amounts on 
Line 21 AND input in the detail screen for Line 21

Input Housing deduction in Line 36 detail screen

If your taxpayer filed an amended return and it was processed by the Campus, you must 
modify the affected fields in Return Setup.  Run a Variance to ensure the accuracy of your 
changes.
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Document the reason for a “true” variance and why the variance is valid.

Taxable income per return or as previously assessed, Line 3, Form 4549-A must 
reconcile to IMFOLR/A or TXMODA

Total tax shown on the return or as previously assessed, Line 12, Form 4549-A 
must reconcile to IMFOLT/TXMODA

Use Form 3870 to update IMFOLR if TXMOD or IMFOLT show that an amended 
return or adjustments were processed (TC 290, 291, 300, 301).  You would request 
an update to AGI, taxable income and the tax fields.
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Note: Almost all line numbers on a delinquent return must be setup as separate 
issues and categorized to generate a correct report.  For example, items mentioned 
above in Return Setup on filed returns would need to be setup as separate issues 
for a correct Form 4549-A on a SFR/Delinquent return.

Filing status –Create an issue for filing status on all SFRs

Personal Exemption –Create a separate issue for personal exemptions

Per return 0, per exam number of personal exemptions claimed

Dependent exemptions are separate issues

Standard Deduction –Do not create an issue for Std Deduction, RGS allows 
automatically based on the filing status if no itemized deductions

FEIT Computation –RGS will compute using worksheet 

Select FEIT worksheet on the tax computation screen for “Tax 
Method”

Foreign Tax Credit –RGS will not calculate FTC automatically.  You will also need 
an AMT FTC issue.
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These are the instructions on how to input the adjustments into RGS when the 
amended return isn’t processed.

NOTE: PFIC interest is not subject to the accuracy related penalty.  RGS does not 
reduce the underpayment due to negligence for PFIC interest categorized as Other 
Taxes.  Carefully check penalty computations and compute the penalty manually if 
RGS does not compute the correct underpayment due to negligence.

There is a third adjustment for current year allocation of gains as ordinary 
income.
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The instructions are for inputting the items from Form 8621 into RGS Setup if the return 
(Original or Amended) was already processed.

PFIC Deferred Tax – The preparer should have added this amount to the tax line (prior to 
AMT).

PFIC –Interest Portion – According to the Form 8621 instructions, this amount should be 
written on the bottom right margin of the Form 1040, page 1 and labeled as “Sec. 1291 
Interest”.  The IRM for Submissions Processing instructs the Campus to add this amount 
into the Total Tax line of the Form 1040.  Therefore, on an original return that was 
processed, this amount should be included as part of the TC 150 posting, and on the 
amended return this amount should be included as part of the TC 290 posting.

If Submission Processing properly included this Section 1291 Interest amt in the total tax 
line of the original return or amended return, then in order to match the transcripts, this 
amount will also have to be added to the RGS Return Setup.  RGS has a “Write-In” box for 
the total tax line, but when you click on the box there are not items for Section 1291 
interest.  Therefore, to make RGS work, the agent should input the amount in the items 
labeled ‘Section 1294 Deferred Tax”. This exact phrase will then show up on the Form 
4549-A so you will need to change this wording to “Section 1291 Interest” on the RAR.

If the taxpayer filed a Form 8621 with their amended return and it was processed by 
the Campus, the Campus might have missed the interest portion of the adjustment.  
If you look at the instruction the taxpayer is suppose to write the interest amount on 
the front page of the 1040 and indicate it as 1291 interest.  The Campus is required to 



add this into the other taxes line.  If the Campus missed this, then you should make 
that adjustment on your RAR.
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The per exam amounts for MTM Tax and MTM Credit will be displayed on the Form 4549-A 
on Line 10 (MTM Tax) and Line 8 (MTM Credit).  These will also be listed on the related 
Form 886A-TAX and Form 886A-CR reports, if applicable.

It is important to note that the tax can offset tax after nonrefundable credits, 
however, it cannot reduce tax after nonrefundable credits to less than zero.  Any 
other taxes such as SE tax, tax on tips, are NOT offset by MTM tax.

The MTM Credit is considered a nonrefundable credit and is limited to tax before 
nonrefundable credits, with all other nonrefundable credits claimed before MTM credit.  The 
allowable RIT will therefore be limited to Regular Tax + AMT – Total Nonrefundable 
Credits.

In the years where there is a MTM RIT carryback, you will need to compute a manual 
penalty.  The penalty must be based on the deficiency without the benefit of the MTM 
RIT carryback as the taxpayer cannot get benefit of a reduced penalty for a loss/RIT 
generating in a future period.  TIP –Prepare the RAR without the MTM RIT credit.  In 
2008, Line 9 of the RAR will reflect the amount that can be absorbed.  

The MTM RIT Carryback requires special attention for Forms 4549-A, 5344 and 3198.  
Form 4549-A Other Information Section include a narrative.  For example, 2007 reflects 
a $20,000 OVDI alternative MTM method reduction in tax carryback from tax year 2008.  



Form 3198 –check Restricted Interest in the Forward to Technical Services Section, then on 
page 2 in the Special/Restricted Interest Features section, check other and enter: “MTM 
reduction in tax carryback per OVDI guidelines.”
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Complete the rest of the Form 5344 setup like normal and validate.
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Overpayment years used to pay deficiency years –OVDI cases

On Form 3198, in Special Features section, please mark Other, enter the     
statement “Using overpayment to pay deficiency” and highlight in yellow.

Do NOT just write in Codes for 5344, but enter them through RGS

In regards to the Offshore Penalty MFT 55, the process of using allowable refunds 
from MFT 30 to pay the MFT 55 penalty assessment will be applicable as well.

For this purpose only, agents will need to enter on Form 8278 Hold Code 1 
and explain that refunds from MFT 30 is used to pay MFT 55.  The SSN’s will 
not matter should the MFT 30 be primary and MFT 55 be secondary.

In previous guidance, Hold Code 3 was to be entered on all Form 8278.  This 
will remain in effect unless the above offset is being requested, the Hold 
Code 1 will be used instead.
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The Minimum Failure to File (MFTF) applies when the return is filed more than 60 
days late after the return due date, or more than 60 days after the extended return 
due date, and:

-The regular FTF penalty is the lesser of $135 or 100% of the tax on returns 
required to be filed after December 31, 2008, or

-The regular FTF penalty is the lesser of $100 or 100% of the tax on returns filed 
December 31, 2008 and prior.
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The WU 70 Changekey instructions can be found at the website on the next slide.
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